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The Arrivals’ jacket.

The Greats sneakers.

A BaubleBar necklace.

MM. LaFleur’s
bento box of
clothing and
accessories.

Warby Parker’s sunglasses.

New Category Killers
Glossier’s spray mist, skin tint,
skin salve and priming moisturizer.

Thursday Boot
Company’s boots.

PLUS:
THE
LATEST
TRENDS
FROM THE
RUNWAYS.
PAGES 10
AND 11

The notion of going
direct to consumer online
is hardly new — Bonobos
and Warby Parker were
among the earliest to
pioneer the concept —
but the two have spawned
a major movement in
the retail space. Vertical
e-commerce companies
make up some of the
buzziest start-ups in the
market today. For more,
see pages 12 to 17.

ITALY’S HIGHEST COURT RULES

The End of the Trial:
Dolce, Gabbana Cleared
By LUISA ZARGANI

A Negative Underwear
bra and briefs.

Ayr’s jeans.

PHOTOS BY GEORGE CHINSEE

SHE’S ARGUABLY Topshop’s most famous customer.
Now Beyoncé is connecting further by partnering
with the brand.
Beyoncé Knowles and London-based Topshop
have formed a 50-50 joint venture company, Parkwood
Topshop Athletic Ltd., to produce an athletic
streetwear brand, WWD has learned. It could launch
in stores and online in fall 2015 at the earliest.
The deal is expected to be unveiled by Topshop in
London today.
“This not a collaboration. This is about building a
brand and building a business — a separate, proper
business, with separate overhead and a separate ofﬁce,” Topshop owner Sir Philip Green told WWD in
an interview Sunday.
Asked how the deal came about, Green recalled:
“Basically, when she was in London in February we
arranged to get together. We started talking generally,
about doing something together. We’ve been looking
at that [athletic] sector for a while. It’s something we
need to be in. Based on what she does, how she works
out, the conversation got into that category. We started
getting into proper conversation in May or June, as to
how it would work. It took six or eight weeks to put a
deal together. On Friday, “Beyoncé came to our ofﬁce
for the last piece of the jigsaw puzzle.” Beyoncé and
her husband Jay Z have been widely photographed in
Paris and London over the past week or so.
“I have always loved Topshop for their fashion credentials and forward thinking,” Beyoncé said.
An athletic brand with Topshop seems like destiny, given the retailer’s edgy, out-there DNA, and
Beyoncé’s penchant for va-va-voom attention grabbers, on or off the red carpet. Topshop gives the leggy
singer another theater to show off her assets and
broadcast her ﬁerce message of sexuality and empowering females that she brings to the stage and screen.
SEE PAGE 8

ROME — Innocent and acquitted. The Dolce and
Gabbana tax trial is over.
After seven years of legal troubles that included
an acquittal from charges of fraud from a judge at the
preliminary hearing level in 2011, a reversal at a higher court, new charges of tax evasion and two trials at
lower courts, Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana
were cleared on Friday of charges of tax evasion.
The sentence made headlines that day and over
the weekend in newspapers, on the Web and on
Italian national television. “D&G. It’s victory in
Cassazione [Italy’s highest court],” titled Il Sole
24 Ore on Saturday. A day earlier, Gabbana, who
has rarely commented on the tax issue, tweeted,
“We were sure of it!!! We are honest people!!! W
Italy”#proudtobeitalian.”
A legal source outside the courtroom Friday said
the sentence “sets a precedent and will make history.”
Italy’s highest court on Friday declared Gabbana
and Dolce not guilty of tax evasion, overturning two
previous sentences in lower courts. After three hours
behind closed doors, the ﬁve-member jury headed by
president Alfredo Teresi also cleared the other defendants, including general director Cristiana Ruella,
ﬁnance director Giuseppe Minoni and accountant
Luciano Patelli, as there were no grounds for a case.
“I am very satisfied,” said a visibly pleased
Massimo Dinoia, the designers’ lawyer, after the verdict. “We have been saying that they were innocent
SEE PAGE 9
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Industry to Dip Into New Pools for Leaders
CEO Disciplines

By ARNOLD J. KARR
The c-suiTe needs to prepare for the
revenge of the nerds.
Retailing’s next generation of chief
executive officers — as well as the directors to whom they report — will be more
likely to come from the world of technology. And the ceo’s will be more apt to be
askers of great questions than providers
of all the answers.
This view emerged from the study
“The Future of the Retail c-suite” conducted by the executive search firm of
Berglass + Associates in partnership
with WWD that included the views of
127 industry executives, nearly a third of
them presidents or ceo’s of their own organizations and another 30 percent holding the title of vice president, senior vice
president or executive vice president.
“The retail industry is hardly devoid
of talent,” said Les Berglass, founder
and chairman of the firm that bears his
surname, “but the talent isn’t adjusting
to the changes in the industry. The effective ceo today is no longer a great picker
of product but someone who’s a great
picker of people, who can aggregate the
talent and ask them the right questions.”
From what industries will tomorrow’s
leaders come? Asked to name the top
three industries likely to supply the retail
talent of the future, participants made
technology their top response, selected
by 57 percent, followed by pure-play etail, at 51 percent, and consumer packaged goods, at 43 percent. Also popping
up on more than 20 percent of surveys
were consulting (39 percent), communications (28 percent) and media (27 percent).
Respondents were asked to name the
top three disciplines required for the next
generation of retail ceo’s and the choices
stood in marked contrast to those perceived as being prevalent today, although
they meshed closely with their selections
on the industries providing outside talent.
“Digital/technology” led the list, selected by 43 percent of those participating, followed by merchandising (34
percent) and globalization (33 percent).
Today, digital and technology expertise
are viewed as highly prevalent by just 6
percent of respondents versus 48 percent
choosing merchandising and 24 percent
picking globalization.
The only discipline among today’s
ceo’s viewed as more prevalent than
merchandising was finance, at 49 percent, but, in what could be perceived
as bad news for the industry “pencils,”
only 17 percent of the sample said they
expect that to be among the top three
disciplines in 2020. sales are viewed as a
critical skill for the ceo of 2020 by 21 percent, just slightly more than half of the 39
percent who see them as among the most
prevalent talents today.
The emphasis put on global credentials has been obvious in recent ceo selections, including the promotion of c.
Douglas McMillon to ceo of Wal-Mart
stores inc. after he served as ceo of WalMart international. This month alone,
J.c. Penney co. inc. tapped as its ceodesignee Marvin ellison — importing
supply chain, store and loss-prevention
credentials learned at home Depot
— and Gap inc.’s Art Peck, president
of growth, innovation and digital, was
named to succeed Glenn Murphy as ceo.
While industry observers routinely
cite examples of ceo mismatches when
retailers go outside their merchandising
comfort zones for top talent, whether in
the form of Apple veteran Ron Johnson
at J.c. Penney or edward Lampert’s
stewardship of sears holdings corp.,
Berglass noted that merchandising, like
sales, needs to be strongly represented
but by no means constitutes a prerequisite for the top job.
“it’s about finding the talent, nurturing it and, above all, giving it the freedom
to innovate, regardless of the function,”

Respondents were asked to identify the top three
disciplines for ceo’s, today and in the future.
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New C-Suite Roles
Respondents were asked which titles exist in their organization
today and which they expect will exist in five years.
Chief
Marketing
Officer
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he said. “A ceo doesn’t need to be a great
merchant to empower great merchants.
We need to look for ‘likes’ — and i don’t
mean Facebook ‘likes’ — but similarities,
skills that are transferable.”
The traditional road to the top in the
last century usually began with people
who’d spent their careers in pursuit of
sales, but that path was often prone to
emphasis on top-line, rather than bottom-line, results.
“i had a boss in the beauty business
early in my career who used to say,
‘every mistake i ever made in my career
is in my warehouse,’” the search executive recalled. “That stuck with me.”
When asked to identify the top five
leadership characteristics for c-suite
leaders today and in 2020, a “strong vision for the company” was the top pick
for both the present and future. Traits
such as “building a team and fostering
talent” and “ability to adapt and manage change” fell within a few percentage points of their current results in the
tabulations for the future.

Les Berglass
But a “global perspective,” seen as
among the top five skills today by onethird of respondents, shot up to 51 percent for the management skill set of tomorrow, finishing just a percentage point
below the “strong vision” figure.
in a working paper from harvard
Business school cited in the WWD/
Berglass study, the size of the c-suite
has doubled to 10 people from five in the
eighties. But less than half of the respondents — 43 percent — expect the c-suite
to grow in occupancy, versus 32 percent
who expect its size to be unchanged and
one quarter who expect it to decrease.
That was surprising in light of the

group’s expectations for individual roles
that are hardly omnipresent now.
Just 5 percent of the sample’s companies have chief customer officers today,
but 23 percent expect that their employers will have them in five years, a nearly
five-fold increase. Forty-three percent
have chief marketing officers, while 63
percent expect them to be in place by
2020. chief digital officers exist within
the firms of 9 percent of the sample, a
number expected to quadruple, and 13
percent have chief e-commerce officers,
a number expected to increase to 33
percent. chief technology officers are in
place at just 14 percent of respondents’
firm, a number that will nearly double,
to 27 percent, by 2020, if the executives’
guesses are on target.
To Berglass, the establishment of the
chief customer officer role is of paramount importance, both to smooth out
the current political turmoil that exists
between e-commerce and brick-and-mortar functions within retail organizations
and, more importantly, to help realize the
“seamless” omnichannel experience that
consumers seek as they combine digital
and in-store shopping and buying.
“The chief customer officer should be
the supermarketer, the glue that holds
together the Web and brick-and-mortar
teams,” Berglass said. “They’re channel
agnostic — they don’t see ‘channels,’ they
see ‘customers.’ Right now, the Web and
brick-and-mortar often speak different
languages; the Web site doesn’t look like
the store and the store doesn’t look like the
Web site, or the Web site is the outlet store
when in reality it should be the flagship.”
The “ccc’s” should be able to not only
cross over from one channel to the other,
but from one generation to the other,
embracing Millennials as well as Baby
Boomers, as needed.
Although the leap of the customer
officer was statistically conspicuous,
Berglass believes, based on conversations with industry leaders, it might in
fact be understated: “Once the number
gets to 23 percent, it will quickly move
higher because people will see how
badly it’s needed.”
Dissolving the wall between brick-andmortar on the one hand and e-commerce
on the other is one task necessary to compete in today’s retail environment, but
to Berglass it’s representative of a need
throughout retailing to break down barriers. he advised companies to “foster a
borderless organization without silos, and
stop using the word ‘department.’”
he pointed out that the priorities of
a retail ceo haven’t changed — they remain strong, innovative products; tight
links to the consumer, and the hiring and
retention of great talent — but the means
of delivery have been forever altered. As
an example, he drew on his occasional
use of car services to navigate around
his native New York.
“i still use car services,” he observed,
“except now i get to them through uber.
And it’s not like digital is ever going to be
half of the retail business. Apple makes
this point well — their customers waited
for the new iPhone, but what did they do
to get the device that would allow them
to shop more easily through mobile commerce? They lined up at Apple stores.”
in a section on companies’ boards,
the study found an average tenure of 16.9
years for directors, with 60 percent having served at least 15 years and nearly one
in five — 19 percent — putting in at least
25 years of service. But directors received
fairly high grades for their work, with 22
percent rating them as “very effective”
and 63 percent as “somewhat effective.”
Paralleling the responses about leadership qualifications, 72 percent of respondents who expect changes in board
composition expect future directors to
have technology backgrounds, 64 percent
expect them to have global experience
and 53 percent expect they will come
from outside of retail.

